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Questioning Understanding

Abstract

Crprehension monitoring is an important component of reading and involves

waluating and regulating one's ongoing comprehension processes. This

paper is an introduction to.the concept of comprehension monitoring and

discusses research investigations of comprehension monitoring with both

children and adults. The implications for education are considered with

respect to existing factors that influence the developMent of monitoring

strategies.
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Do I Understand or Do I Not Understand:

That is the Question

No-one would argue with the claim that comprehension is the primary

goal of reading. What many.people may not have considered is.that mon!-
,

toring comprehension is a critical componentsof reiding. Comprehension

monitoring involves evaluating and regulating one's ow ongoing comprehen-

sion processes. To evaluate is to keep track of the success.with which

comprehension is proceeding, and to regulate is to ensure that .the process.

continues smoothly, often-by taking remedial action when comprehension

falls. Thus; readers who monitor their comprehension of text are likely to

know when they understand, when they don't understand, and when they

partialliunderstand. In addition, they know to test whether their under-

standing is-adequate for the purpose at hand, and when and how to deal with

comprehensiOn difficulties. \.

A-little introspection about the way we read will reveal that we

usually are not aware of asking ourselves if we understand. Yet some sort

of self-questioning must occur, otherwise, how would we know when we fail

to understand? ForCMost of us, most of the time, understanding comes

relatively automatically. We don't have to stop and try to figure out the

meaning of each word, phrase, or sentence. But occasionally, something

warns us of a problem, and we then focus our attention more directly on what

we are read:ng as we attempt to understand.
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.Most mature readers probably have experienced two extremes oflpmke-

\
hension monitoring at some time or another. One extreme.occurs when our

attention wanders from the text without our awareness. We continue

"reading" for a number of paragiaphs or even pages, then suddenly realize

we have no idea of what it was we just "read." Clearly, this is a situa-

tion where we were not keeping track of'comprehension at all. The other

extreme of monitoring occurs when we read highly technical, unfamiliar

text. In this situation, we must keep a constant check on our under-

standing, which may result in proceeding througn the text word by word.,

Neither of these extremes is optimal; we must, of course, keep track 'of .

oar comprehension, but If we stop to check our understanding of every word,

it is virtually impossible to grasp the overall meaning.

, There are several different levels at which comprehension can be

monitored. The simplest level involVes making sure that individual words

are understood. Most readers are likely to know when a word comprehension

failure occurs, and they know how to remedy this problem: consult a dic-

tionary, ask someone the meaning Of the word, or try to figure out the

meaning from the context of the passage in which the word occurs. A more

complex level of monitoring involves checking that the ideas expressed in

the text make sense and are consistent with one another. This process

requires that readers consider the meanings nokonly of individual sentences

but also the relationships among sentences Within the text. An even more

complex level of monitoring involves a consideration of howtthe ideas

expressed in the text relate to what the reader already knows. All three
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levels of comprehension monitoring are critical components Of comprehension,

a and the proficient reader should be able to monitor effecti6ly at all

levels.

Ideally, comprehension monitoring is a flexible process, adapted to the

characteristici of the material and the purposes for reading it. Readers .

need to-set a criterion fordeciding whether undersandIng Is adequate for

their purposes. This is relatively eaiy.to do when following instructions

because there is a specific goal to be achieved. Even if an initial

reading leads to a feeling of understandfng, actual execution of the in-

structigns may prove otherwise. Monitoring the comprehension of other kinds

*
4. of text P4 more difficult, however, because the criteria for successful

;-. .

comprehension are Tess explicit. Readers must decide for themselves how

well they need to understand and must select their own.standards for evalu-

ation. Failure to select appropriate staqdards may well contribute to the

difficulties many 'students experience in learning from text (Anderson, in

press). Students who feel they understand the assigneitextbook material

may only become aisare of their incomplete understanding when they are

tested on it.

The Relationship of Comprehension Monitoring

to Critical Reading and Study Skills

There are a number of commonalities between comprehension monitoring

and two traditional concepts: critical reading and study skills.

Critical reading, 'according to Robinson (1964), involves judging the
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veracity, validity, and worth of what is read, based on criteria or

tandards deve'oped through previous experience." orrance's (1967) con-

ception of creative readinLcaptures even morle of the essence of compre-

hension monitoring: ". . . the creative reader sensitizes himself to

problems, gaps in*knowledgs missing elements; sOmething incorrect.".

Comprehension mo-nitoring.and critical reading Owe an evaluatiqp component
. ,

but not theione of regulation. If critical reading leads to an awareness

of a problem, comprehension monitoring enables one to deal with it.

It should be apparent that initruction in critical reading can foster

the evaluation skill's cequired to monitor one's own understanding. Ac-

cording to Wolf, King, and Huck (1968), the ability to analyze and evaluate

ideas does not develop naturally with maturity but must be taught. They

conclude, however; that existing instruction in critical reading is often

inadequate. Becaute ipitruction is typically postponed until children have

become fluentseaders, "thi\habit.of indiscriminate acceptance of printed

mateTial may become so well eltablished that later instruction in these

skills would be extremely difficult" (Wolf et al., p. 43!.,. A second

inadequacy lies in the practice of.limiting emphasis on cr tical reading to

a specific class period. As Goodman (1976) points out:

Much of the reading required of children in school deters rather than

promotes critical reading. If there is always one right answer to a

%. question, if the teacher settles an argument by pointing out that the

book has given the information on page '38 (implying that books are
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never wrong), If children are led to believe that they ore not e.,,

potent to judge the merits of their sociii studies or science books,

then the teacher cannot turn around and ask children to mid an essay

in their reading text.critically. .0ni either reads critically or one

does not. The strategies required to read criticalli must be de-

veloped for all reading tasks nd not just for special ones designed

for instructiOn. (p. 469)

It seems cleir that these instructional practices should be:changed,

especially given the evidence that many adults do not engage in critical

reading.(WOlf, 1967). This.condLusion Is further bolstered by experiments

to be described in this paper showing that many college students do not

loViluate their comprehension carefully enough to detect confusions.

The second traditional area of instruction related to comprehension

monitoring Is that of study skills. The research reported in thls paper

is part of a.project specifically aimed at training effective techniques

for learning by reading. The motivation for the project was that tradi-
,

tional approaches to studying focus primarily on behaviors to engage:in

before readirig and after rea ng t not during reading. For example,

Robinson's (1941) SQ3R technique instructs the student.to engage in survey

and question activities before reading,and.to-engage in recitation, reflec-

tion, and review activities after reading. The aPproachei do not stress

evaluating understanding during reading and they provide few guidelines

for dealing with comprehension difficulties.
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. A

00e exception appears in4 "how to study" guide by Cocke (1975)..

Locki IntrOduces the concept of "study monitoring," which is similar to the

concept of comprehension monitoring:

Studying actually requires a double or split mental focus. On the

one hand, you need to be focused:on the material. itself. (that is, on

learning it). At the same time, however, you need to be COhstahtly

checking to see that you are actually performing those mental opera-

tions that produce learning. In short, you need to monitor ibur

mental..processes while studying. This'does not mean you should

monitor every second; thi..;.would obviously make 'it impossible .to-liarn
a

the material. Your monitoring faculty should operate somewhat like
.

a night.watchman inspecting a building who periodically turns on his

4leshlight to check up on things as he makes his rounds. . (The.flash-

light in this analogy isyour monitoring faculty.) (Locke, 1975,

p. 126)

Same of the monitoring activities LoCke suggests students engage in

are V3 make sure their minds are focused on the subject matter of the book

and to keep track of their purposes for reading. They should also be on
0

the alert for feelings of false understanding, which can arise from

skipping over difficult material. Although Locke's comments about moni-

toring are worthwhile, his suggestions on how to develop monitoring skills

simply deal with practile. What is needed are more systematic techniques

for providing direct instruction.
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Background Research on Comprehension Monttoris.!g

Despite the obvious importance of monitoring one's own comprehension

during reading, relatively little research has been directed to the

process. However, psychology has seen a renewe'd concern with the reading

process;'and many investigators have become interested in "metacognition,"

or the awareness and control of one's own cognitive processes, including

Comprehension (Brown, in press; Flavell, 1978). Thus, we can anticipate

, that our limited knowledge about comprehension monitoring will soon be

supplemented. SoMeof the experiments that have ,already been done will

now be considered.

One indirect way of studying comprehension monitoring is to ask people

to reflect on their comprehension processes. Olshavsky (1976-77) did

this by asking subjects to talk aloud about their thoughts and expecta-

tions while they were reading a passage clause by clause. Earlier, Shith

(1467) and Strang.and Rogers (1965) examined retrospective reports from

subjects who were asked to talk about their reactions to IC passage after

they finished reading it. Techniques such as these have revealed Variety

in tho strategies people use in an'effort to comprehend, thus confirming

Thorndike's (1917) view of reading as a problem solving process. The

results also suggest that poor comprehension monitoring may be characteris-

tic of poor readers. Though good and poor high school readers did not seem

to.differ in their identification and resoluti n of comprehension difficul-

ties at the level of words and clauses (Olshavsky, 1976-77), differences

in more sophisticated monitoring were found. For example, poor readers had

1 0
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less insight into the procedures they used-during reading (Smith, 1567;.

Strand 6 RAgers, 1565), and, ip.addition, we* tess likely to seek clari-

,'

ficationlof poorly understood information (Stran & Rogers, 1565).

Because the subjects in these experiments were* specifically lnstructea
;

to reflect on their comprehension processes, the studies are able to provide

little information abOut sOontaneous comprehension monitoring.. Moreovir,

since the'experimenters had no control.over which specific sections of text

readers might find confusing, it i1fficult to draw cbnclusions about

how effectively readers were monitoring their comprehension. These short-

; comings C6n be remedied by man4pulating the comprehensibiliti orthe text

'itself; failuf-es to notice deliberately introduced confusions would then ...

.s
provide evidence of.pboc comprehension monitoring.' Such a method has been

used to study the development of comprehension monitoAng skills in.a

listentng task (Markman, 1977). Children in.first and third grades listened

to simple instructions on how to play a game or perform a magic trick. .in

both cases, inforMation was left out that was crucial to following the

instructions. The children were told that their help was needed in coming

up with good instructions and that they should let the experime.Iter know

if something was omitted or unclear. The irfstructions for the card.game

were as follows:

We each put our cards in a pile. We both turn over the top card

in our pile. We look ai cards to lee who has the special card. Then

we turn over the next card in our pile to see who has the special

1
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caed this time. In the end the .person with the most cards wins the

game.
e.

* Thew was no mention'of what the* "special card" might be. Markman foiand

. that the third graders real)zed the Instructions were incomplete much m6re
. .

. .t .

. readily thanorkd tge younger children. It was often not until the first'
A(;wader's actual y tried to carty out the instructions that they realized

.
,

thrp didp'tAnde0s.t:nd.

they'did nit, sudgesting

They may have felt\they understood when in fact
.

that,they hid been tistening passively and not

actively/evaluating whether Ahet. instructiont made srtnse.

MArkman..(1976) has also provided evidence that the effecliveness of

1.

one'l comprehension monitoring may depend not oniy ot ige but also on the

naiUre of the materials.and the task demands. Children in third', fifth,

Ar/ind sixth gradessliStened. to short eisays containing inconsistent lifforma-

tion and then answered questiets designed:to assess awareness of the in-

consistencies. .Followin9 isan example from a.passage about fish: G'

Pish must have light in order to see. There is absolutely no

light at the bottom of the ocert-...44 is pitch black down there.

When it is that dark the fish cannot see anything. They cannot even

see colors.

the color of

Some ffsh that live at the bottom of the ocean can see

,

their food; that is how they know what to eat.

4

The obvious ihconsistency here is that fish cannot see colors at the

bottom of the ocean, yet some can see the color of their food. Children

in all grades tested were equally poor at noticing4he inconsistencies.
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lAlthoiigHihird graCiers in the 1977 study did report failures to understand

instructions, children-of the same age and older filled to roport con-

fusions in the essays. However, when specifically warned about the

consistencies, a greater proportion of children, primarily sixth graders,

reported them:. This tndicates.that comprehension monitoring is easier Witn

one has some idea of what to look for.

Markman's experiments with listening suggest there may be developmental

changes In comprehension monitoring and,. further, that the nature of the :

materials and the task demands are both !nfluential variables. It has also

been shown that poor reriers at the high school level h 4 less ;Awareness ofAct

their comprehension processes than do good readers (Smiyh, 1967; Streng 6

.. Roger, 1965). If correct, these findtngs indicate that comprehension

monitoring li not an'ability that automatically develops with maturity.but

is, instead, highly dependent on knowledge and expertise. Despite attention

to,the related areas of critical reading and .study skills, instruction in

comprehension monitorin§ is not typically included in schoot curricula.

Chi)dren seem to be left on their own to acquire expertise. Since many

students who have entered college still experience difficulty in the task

of learning by reading (Anderson, in press), it may be that their compre-

tension monitoring skilis are inadequate. If this is su, instruction in

comprehension monitoring throughout the school years may be warranted.
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Comprehension Monitoring in Mature Readers

The purpose of one research project carried.out at the Center for the

'Study of Readinglias to determine whether poor comptehension nonitoring

does, in fact, occur in mature,.readers. Given our interest in the task of

learning by reading, the subject population consisted of college students.

The experiments to be described were carried out with the help of Richard

: I. Anderson, Sally N. Standiford, and Dean Radin. The stimulus materials

were passages dealing with topics in world history, each consisting of

three rPlatively independent paragraphs. The middle paragraph of each

passage was moclified to contain one of three types of confusions:

(1) inappropriate logical connective, where expectations about the kind of

informaticm thatioill follow a particular connective are violated (e.g.,

the word "therefore" was substituted for the word "however"); (2) incon-

sistent information, .A4Nere ideas epressed in one sentence conflict with

those in one or more other sentences (e.g., the word "backwards" was sub-

stituted for the word "advanced" in a sentence evaluating the Inca economy,

while subsequent sentences continued to describe positive aspects of the

economy); (3) ambiguous reference, where the context does not specify which

of several previously introduced nouns is the referent of the nonspecific

phrase (e.g., the phrase "one type of novel" is substituted for "the

pastoral novel" in a context where three different novel types are under

discussion). For each of the three confusion types, one passage contained

a confusion at the "main point" level, while another contained a "detail"

level confusion.
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In one part of the research (Baker, 1979), 14 college students read

the passages without being tOld that confusions were.present. They were

then asked to recall as much as they could from the target paragraph.

After that, they were informed that the paragraphs contained confusions

and were asked to report them. They were allowed to reread the paragraphs

if necessary. Students were asked whether or not they noticed the con-

fusions during reading, how they interpreted them, and how the confusions

affected their overali understanding of the paragraph. Confusions In-

volving a main point of a paragraph were detected more frequently than

those involving details. Students were most successful at catching in-

cOnsistent facts and least successful at catChing finappropriate connectives.

' This latter finding was particularly interesting since manY study skills

guides clatm that connectives play an important role in comprehension

(e.g., Adams S Spire, 1978; Wood, 1978; Sparks & Johnson, 1971). The guides

, recommend that students pay special'attention t9 words such as "similarly,"

"therefore," and "however" because these kinds of words provide clues'about

what kinds of information follow. But in our task, students were not sen-

sitive to these Clues.

The most interesting results came from subjects' comments about how

they dealt with the confusing information during recall and how they thought

the confusions affected their comprehension. These retrospective reports

made it apparent that, on many occasions, failure to report a confusion was

not due tcrfailure to monitor comprehension butt'rather, to the use of "fix-

up" strategies for resolving comprehension problems. A few of these strate-

gies will now be discussed.
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The most frequent strategy was to make an inference to supplement

the information explicitly presented in the text. Subjects decided that

some relevant information had.not been mentioned in the text and used their

prior knowledge to bridge the gap. Many students applied this strategy in

dealing with inconsistencies. One such inconsistency appears in the para-

graph below:

The Inca economy was extremely backward for its time. The chief

occupation and source of income was farming. Farm:ng methods were

quite sophisticated and included scientific irrigation, fertilization,

and u4t of terraces. Agricultural products were therefore plentiful

and of good quality. A fundamental requirlement of the government was

that every able-bodted subject must pay taxes. These taxes were paid

through labor rather than through a medium of exchange. As a result,

unemployment was virtually absent.

The first sentence of the paragraph sets up the inconsistency with the

claim that the economy was backward. Although no other statement ex-

plicitly contradicts this, subsequent information provides disconfirming

evidence: a backward economy is unlikely to have such successful farming

efforts and no unemployment.

Almost three-quarters of the students noticed this Inconsistency, but

less than half said they detected It during the initial reading. This was

the case because when they first encountered :Ile inconsistency, they made

inferences to resolve it. Only when explicitly instructed to find a
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problem did they focuein on it. When asked to recall the paragraph,

many subjects modified the.information to be more consistent with the gen-

eral idea of a favorableeconomic situation. For example, one subject

recalled, "The economic condition of the country was fairly developed and

efficient." Another recalled, "The economy seemed.like it worked very

well, at least in their own soctety." In posttest questioning, this person

explained her interpretation of the inconsistency: "The economy could

still be backward yet have excellentt.equipment." Another subject included

a resolving inference in her recall response: "The economy was backward.

. . Although they possessed. relatively modern technoloyy, they were not

organized in an efficient economic.manner." Still another student's ex-

planation of how he dealt with the confusion was., "1 thought'arlOther.part

was backward (such as distribution), and the author just failed to explain

it. I kept waiting for an exPlanation.

A number of additional strategies for dealing with the confusions were

also observed. One was to look back at previously read information,

checking to see if some ciucial bit of information had been overlooked.

'Another strategy was to make a mental note that a problem had occurred,

but to continue reading in the hope that clarification would occur later

in the text. Students also reportedlkhat they realized there was a problem

but decided it was trivial and not worth the effort of trying to resolve.

Others explained that they were reading for general ideas and so understood

the main theme even if a single sentence seemed to be in conflict. Occa-

sionally, authors or typists were blamed for a confusion, and students
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reported that a sentence or word had been omJtted. Other, students tried

to maki sense of the passage failed, and gave up. As one subject said,

"I more or less got frustrated and just threw.my hands up."

The study also'revealed causes of detection failures other than poor

comprehension monitorinv Onemas that students assigned alternative

internretationi to the text, leading.to "misunderstandings." They felt

they understood but in fact did not get the meaning the author intended

,

to convey. In.addition, subjects sometimes failed to detect detail con-

fusions because they were reading fqr general ideas and not devoting at-

tention to details. Another cause of detection failure was reading sen-

tence hy sentence without integrating across'sentences. Since all of the

confusions required consideration of two or more sentences, integration

was essential. (It was rather surprising to find that a mature reader

consciously used what seems like an jmulature strategy; "I read.the

material as individual sentences, not paragraphs . . I was Just

trying to collect facts--I didn't put them together.")

Because the experiment showed that failure to.report aconfusion was

.not necessarily evidence of poor comprehension monitoring, a seconestudy

was conducted to observe reading behavior more directly using the PLATO

CompJter System (Baker, Anderson:Standiford, 6 Radin, 1979). Subjects

sat at individual stations equipped with a keyboard and a screen similar

to a typewriter and television. Passages were presented on the screen

sentence by sentence and subjects controlled the amount of time they spent

reading each sentence by pressing keys on the keyboard. The computer
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recorded reading times on each exposure to a sentence, as well as the

pattern of movement through the text; that it, when and.where the subject

reread previous sentences..' We eApected to find differences in reading .

behavior depending on the presence or absence of confusion. If suojects

were monitoring their coMprehension, they'should spend more tithe reading

the target information, and/or look back at previously read information

*ire frequently inan attempt to resolve or verify the problem.

The materials for the experiment wege similar to those used previously,

but the confusion's were confined to inconsistencies. Again, an inconsis-

tency involved either the main idea of the paragraph or a detail. We

expected that subjects would be more likely to notice the main idea incon-

sistencles than the detail, since the statement of- the main idea conflicted

with virtually fall-of the.other sentences in the paragraph, while the

detail statement conflicted with only one. A second manipulation in the

experiment was to inform half of the subjects prior to reading that incon-

sistencies were present and that they would be asked to report them later.

We expected that the subjects who were explicitly instructed to monitor

their comprehension .would spend more time reading the passages than the

noninstructed subjects and, In addition, that they would be more likely to

notice the confusions.

Ninety undergraduates served as subjects. Each read one passage

containing a main point inconsistency, one containing a detail inconsis-

tency,,and another containing no inconsistencies. After reading all.the

passages, subjects were told that incotsistencies had been present and

I 9
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were asked to indicate which line, if any', they thought contained the con-

fusion in each target paragraph. .If subjects reported a confusion, they

were then asked to state whether they had noticed it during reading and

whether they thought it involved a main point or a detail.

As expected, subjects spent.more time reading passages containing

inconsistencies and looked back more frequently than when the paslages

were consistent. This was true for,both main points and details. Sur-
rt

prisingly, there was no effect from the insIltructions on the subjects'

reading behavior; the performance of subjects who were warned that incon-

sistencies were present was indistingui.shable from that of uninformed

subjects. Subjects were quite good at detecting both main point and detail

inconsistencies, as wet) as correctly reporting that no incOnSistencies

were present. The'overall detection probability was about .70. Again,

there i4re no differences between the two instructional groups: Subjects

instrUcted to monitor for inconsistencies were no more likely to detect

them than were subjectswhowere simply instructed to study. What this

might mean is that if sub;.:.cs monitor their comprehension effe:tively,

they do so with or without specific instructions. And those subjects who

are not good monitors do not monitor well even when told to do so.

Thus, this experiment has provided some evidence not only that college

students test their understanding of material they have read but also that

they do so during the actual process of reading. if they encounter a con-

fusion, they devote extra time to studying it, and they reread previous

sentences In an effort taciarify their understanding.

20
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Conclusions and 'Llications

This paper has provided an introduction to-the notion of comprehen-

sion monjioring and has reviewed experimental studies of monitoring skills

in both children and adults. The studies by Markman have shown that there

are developmental differences in the eXtent to which children evaluate ,

19
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passages for consistency and completeness as,they listen to them, and the

research by Baker and her colleagues has shown that college students
*

frequently fail to detect confusions. However, failure to report a con-

fusion it not in itself a sensitimindex of comprehensionloonitoring be-

cause subjects often made inferences to resolve the confusions without

realizing they had done so. In addition, their purposes for.reading were
*.

not always compatible With the implicit task demand of confusiOn-deteCtion;

that is, they were reading for genetal understanding. Clearlyivit is not

enough-to know whether or not a confusion was detected; one must,also know

how the confuslais was interpreted and how extensively it- had been processed.

In summary,'the research has shown- that some coilege students can and

do. monitor their compreh though tot always consistently. If they

experience difflzulty I understading, they have a variety of procedures

available to assist them g up with a plausible interpretation of

ths text. Aloreoveri thes rocedures are sometimes applied so automatically

that readers are unawa that t eir interpretation of the.text may not be

the one the author inte ded to convey. There are also large individual dif-

ferences in the way readers monitor their r^mprehensionf it thus appears

that the question of interest is not whether readers monitor thel4

f) 7
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comprehension, but'rather how they monitor..it. Future work is planned to_

investigate differences between good and poor readers and to more directly

test the hypothesis that comprehension monitoring is.crucial to.good compre-

hension. WO hope to identify individuals who are weak at Comprehension

monitoring, give them training designed to iMprove their monitoring abil-

ities, and assess the effect of such training on their reading

comprehension. .

The finding thatmany subjects who failed to notice the confusions

during reading were able to detect tnem when specifically instructed to

do so:has an important educational Implication. Although many students

_are capable of comprehensio6monitoring, they don't always do it on their

own initiative. This lack of motivation for careful reading.may stem from

certain.factors existing in classrooms at all gradet.levels. One such

factor is exliosure to poorly written material. If ideas are poorly exr

pressed; it is a struggle for students to grasp the intended meaning. 'This

may discourage them from carefully evaluating their undrstanding. In

addition, they.may attribute their failures in understanding poorly written

text to themselves rather than to the author.

A second factor's that understandihg is often monitored by external

agents rather than by the Atudents hemielves. Wertsch (1978) and

Schallert and Kleiman (1979) report that teachers assume much of the re-

sponsibility of cognitive monitoring for children, keeping track of what

they know and don't know, what they understand and don't understand, and

in other ways guiding them through the attainment of soae goal. Even when
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Atudent /reach high school and college; the need foe comprehension.moni-

toringlii sometimes removed. For example, students engaged in coMputer

managedilnstruction (CMI) do not have to ask themselVes if they understand

the malerial; the cOMputer informs thestudents during each endounter

whether or not thewunderstand (Apierson, in press). Similarly, programmed
i

instr4Ction (P1) textbooks eliminate the need for ielf-questioning by

.

guidilig students step-by-step through the learning RQ.c.esr

;There are both adVantages and disadvantages to thii.etpcational

lpracOce of monitoring students' comprehension for them. On the one hand,

it ensures that students understand the melrial by keeping a careful

che4 on their understandi4 and by providing sppropriate measures for clari-

0
fying comprehension failures. On'the other hand, it may foster passive

reading.and study habits: Why should.students make the effort,to.check

their understanding if someone else will do it for them? In fact, the

programmed techniques were originally developed because many students did

not do well with traditional textbook-lecture formats. Perhaps this problem

could have been avoided had the students received adequate instruction in

comprehension monitoring.
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